Chapter Level Support—Content, Literacy, Inquiry, and Citizenship

**Engage**
- Introduction to Chapter and Inquiry Project
- Explore the Essential Question
- Vocabulary

Tools:
- Inquiry Journal
- Videos (Online)
- Weekly Explorer

**Investigate**
- Connect Through Literature
- People to Know
- Lessons of Chapter

Tools
- Inquiry Journal
- Weekly Explorer
- Additional Online Resources

**Report**
- Chapter Assessment
- Connect to Essential Question
- Reader’s Theater
- Chapter Inquiry Project
- Take Action

Tools:
- Online Chapter Assessments
- Inquiry Project Journal

Lesson Level Support—Content, Literacy, Inquiry and Citizenship

**Engage**
- Introduction to Lesson
- Explore the Essential Question
- Analyze the Source

Tools:
- Inquiry Journal
- Weekly Explorer
- Videos (Online)

**Investigate**
- Inspect, Evidence, Make Connections
- Analyze the Source

Tools
- Research Companion
- Analyze the Source (Inquiry Journal)

**Report**
- Think, Talk, Write About It
- Report Your Findings
- Stop and Check

Tools
- Inquiry Journal
- Research Companion
- Online Lesson Assessments